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I. The Book is divided into 30 chapters, but some of them can be combined to fit the number of weeks needed. It is a soft cover book with fill-in blanks throughout. Major points of people, events and geography are used to explore how the Old Testament was written. The New Testament has five chapters like the Old Testament format and then goes into ten doctrines. This can be heavy teaching but is also essential for women to understand Christian Basics.

II. The lessons are self-contained but do not require one to open a Bible, so we wrote our own Bible study to go with each chapter, which we would be glad to share. One of the leaders found great video in a series she owned and some online to give us a feel for the geography. 15 minutes a day should be sufficient to prepare for this class.

III. The book was well organized but limited in application questions. That is one reason why we added the Scripture portion for each section. I thought it was pretty flexible and the people who wanted more out of it put more into it. One member in particular enjoyed the overview of the whole Bible, as she had studied many separate books over the years but never got the big picture the way this book enabled.